
LANGUAGE IN A CHANGING WORLD

Between Orality and Electronic Culture: Understanding the Changing Conception of Community and Language Use
among Roma (Gypsies) Using â€œMedium.

First, language is seen as the principal medium for the process of teaching and learning. Curriculum subjects
each have their own specialised discourses, and becoming knowledgeable in a subject means becoming fluent
in the relevant discourses. Exactly what the features of such language and literacy are is not always clear, but a
key focus is on explicit reasoning, as outlined in section 2. This debate is illustrated by Vicki Carrington and
Allan Luke , who argue that, contrary to the claims made by many literacy campaigns, strategies and policy
statements, literacy of itself does not guarantee social, educational or social success. His childhood years were
spent living in different states; before he graduated from high school, he lived in six Midwestern states,
perhaps explaining why he is passionate about geography, landscapes, places, languages, faith communities,
and human and environmental diversity. Both children contribute about equally to the discussion. Treating
texts as cultural objects involves looking at the values and belief systems they embody. In this section we will
explore some of the different ways in which literacy has been defined and researched within different
traditions, but we will focus in particular on approaches that adopt a social perspective on literacy. The topics
covered are not only discipline-centered, but in the cutting-edge fields that intersect several disciplines and
also cut across the social sciences and humanities. Briefly, Olson argues that becoming literate facilitates an
explicit reflection on reasoning and the role of language in reasoning. This model starts from different
premises than the autonomous model â€” it posits instead that literacy is a social practice, not simply a
technical and neutral skill But in recent times the general validity of this bi-modal view of speech and writing
as very distinct language modes has been questioned. Mary says she feels like that about a lot of words. Such
writers, of whom one of the most notable is the anthropologist Brian Street, argue that it is not literacy as such
that develops a particular way of reasoning, but that the ways in which people use written and spoken
language in their everyday lives involves specific ways of thinking Street, ,  Literacy practices change and new
ones are frequently acquired through processes of informal learning and sense making. Street, , pp. Some have
yet to see the light of day. The table reflects an attempt to outline the ways in which the literacy requirements
of several school subject areas can be taught see, e. The first is common in EFL classrooms, where a range of
analyses are carried out with students on written and spoken texts. Moreover, with the advent of information
technology new ways of using language are emerging which make it difficult to continue to argue that the two
modes are completely distinct in nature, or in the skills they require for their use. Among these are two
international handbooks: Regionale Variation des Deutschen. We return to questions about literacy pedagogy
below.


